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Optimization of a Standalone Hybrid Renewable 
Energy System for Telecom Base Station

Introduction
In present day’s need of electricity is increase all over the 

world. The conventional resources of energy are diminishing in 
future years. The conventional fuel also produces emission which 
affects environment and human health. To resolve all thus issue 
renewable energy source is based alternative. Renewable energy 
source is available abundantly in environment without any cost. 
India has great potential of renewable energy resource and demand 
of electricity is increase day by day because of developing economic  

 
[1]. The telecom industry of the India is grooving very fast. Presently  
all the telecom base power station (TBPS) running on diesel 
generator. The operation of TBPS is very costly due diesel fuel price 
so that an alternate solution is suggested in paper as renewable 
energy for source TBPS. The various hybrid combinations for rural 
location are demonstrated to find the optimal solution regarding 
cost of energy, reliability, total net present cost and renewable 
factor. The design location for TBPS has Latitude 19_6350N and 
Longitude 81_672E which is in Bastar, Chhattisgarh, India. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays, the utility has begun to consider the non-conventional electrical power is pollution free and economic. The non-conventional energy 
source mobile telecom station is more beneficial as compare diesel operated station. In this paper six different hybrid combinations are investigated 
on the base of economic, renewable factor, emission for electrified mobile telecom station, HOMER software is used to design hybrid combinations. The 
output result of HOMER show PV/Wind/Battery/DG system is feasible configuration amongst all six combinations. The PV/Wind/Battery/DG hybrid 
system has lowest cost of energy (0.50$), total net present cost ($100,666) and renewable factor (100%).
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The TBPS is considered as an essential load. The BTS could 
be a telecommunication base accustomed encourages remote 
correspondence between supporter appliance and telecoms 
administrator system. The worldwide advancement of BTS is 
increasingly occurring in areas in which the ability conveyance 
framework often separates for drawn out stretches of time or 
where there’s no entrance to the ability provide the system. That 
the TPBS in such space, DG with battery unit’s area unit used to 
maneuver down the network for power provide and guarantee 
system accessibility. Nonetheless, these oblige associate abnormal 
state of support work and devour moderately high measures of 
diesel oil for low-level yields. Consequently, DG acquire higher 
working price. The cost of energy is increase because of change 

in cost of fuel and issues over obtaining emission have created the 
telecom organizations to focus on improved power administration 
routines. This power provides the theme for grid connected and 
the diesel generator telecom base station is pictured in Figure 1 
this technique delivers very high expense due to heavy reliance on 
diesel generator and worse performance of batteries [2]. Within 
this recommended method telecom base section regarded as fill 
considered since 49.77kWh/d as well as peak fill regarding day, 
time is 4.42kW. The info had been tested to the get worse per 
hour assumption every day fill requirement of an old-fashioned 
TBSP. The information was calculated to aggregate hourly premise 
everyday energy demand prerequisite for rustic telecom. Daily, 
seasonal and yearly profiles of load data are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Daily, quarterly and yearly profile of load data.

Solar resource

Figure 3: Global horizontal radiation and clearness index.

The PV resource data used for planned hybrid installation at a 
site of 19_590N latitude and 81_590E of longitude information from 
NASA Meteorology. The annual average solar irradiation and also 
the average clearness index were found to be 4.99kWh/m2/Day and 
0.530 severally. The actual photovoltaic radiation is available whole 
year round; therefore, an outsized deal of photovoltaic energy 
productivity is obtained it’s pictured in Figure 3. The utmost solar 
power obtains in summer season [3]. A 5kW solar photovoltaic 
array is linked in series parallel while using the recommended 

hybrid system. At the position, if the sun rays strike SPV panels, it 
provides electrical power. Regarding recommended hybrid system, 
set up charge in addition to replacing charge is usually $5000 in 
addition to $3000 from the 1kW solar panel. The SPV attached to 
DC hyperlink and also the de-rating factor from of the array is 80%. 
Slope, the ground reflectance in percentage and azimuth (Degrees 
West to East) are 19.9833, 20 and 0 respectively. The weather data 
of proposed hybrid system location shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Monthly solar data.

S. No Month Clearness Index Daily Radiation 
(kWh/m2/d)

1 January 0.658 4.93

2 February 0.674 5.71

3 March 0.648 6.25

4 April 0.628 6.61

5 May 0.589 6.42

6 June 0.41 4.5

7 July 0.319 3.48

8 August 0.317 3.36

9 September 0.426 4.22

10 October 0.556 4.89

11 November 0.637 4.9

12 December 0.661 4.73

13 Average 0.53 4.994

Wind turbine
The Wind energy resource data is shown in Figure 4 the average 

wind speed data throughout the year [4-10]. BWC Excel-R (XLR) 
turbine is used in the suggested hybrid renewable system. Avail of 
power as of the wind turbine relies incredibly on wind variation. 
In this manner, the wind rotary engine rating is by and massive a 
lot of higher contrasted with the traditional electricity demand. 
During investigation, Wind Power’s XLR design is thought of. The 
lifespan of a wind turbine is to be twenty years. The rated capacity 
of this turbine 7.5kW DC. The installation cost, replacement and 
maintenance price of this rotary engine are $1500, $1200 and $75 
respectively. The wind turbine power curve and wind variation 
with height are shown in Figure 5a & 5b. 

Figure 4: Average monthly wind speed curve.

Figure 5a: Wind turbine power curve.

Figure 5b: Wind variation with height.

Diesel generator (DG) 
The size of the generator is 1kW recognized as for a hybrid 

system. The principal cost, replacement cost and O&M cost of the 

generator is usually $325, $225 along with $0.520 respectively. 
Fuel used for the generator is usually a diesel engine along with 
the money necessary for diesel-engine usually varies according 
to overseas current market situation. The variation in diesel price 
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is used for sensitivity examination as well as dissimilar values of 
diesel fuel cost are 0.8$/L, 0.85$/L, and 0.89 $/L is introduced. The 
life of generator is usually consumed since 15,000 operating hours. 
HOMER guarantees this aggregate functioning pace of the generator 
in view of the measure of the time this should be used as part of 12 
months. The minimum load ratio is 30%. Intercept Coefficient is 

0.08 L/hr/kW rated and the slope (marginal fuel consumption of 
the generator) is 0.25L/hr/kW/output. The generator is plugged in 
to the AC side of the HOMER design model and size for the feasible 
optimal system are 1kW,2kW,5kW and 10kW considered. The 
relation between efficiency and output of the generator and fuel 
curve are shown in Figure 6a & 6b.

Figure 6a: Generator efficiency curve.

Figure 6b: Fuel curve.

Battery
The proposed technique is off-grid one in order that some 

sort of battery power standard bank can be used for just a backup 
technique along with which in turn additionally keeps regular 
voltage across the load. The vision 6FM200D battery power can 

be used to optimum hybrid system [11-15]. The item is comprised 
12V, 198Ah, along with 2.4kWh; suggested lifespan throughput is 
917kWh along with connected in series/parallel setting. Principal 
cost, replacement cost and O&M cost is $280, 195$ and $5 
correspondingly. Battery bank state of charge shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Battery bank state of charge.

Converter
The particular SPV array output DC at a voltage, which depends 

on the specific settings along with the sunshine-oriented radiation. 
The DC control then races to an inverter, which changes over it into 
standard alternating current (AC) voltage. Inverters often operated 
as a part of extensive scale applications are main inverters that 
propose easy establishment and high performance. The sizing of 
the particular inverter is demand in entering direct current (DC) 

energy in the SPV and also productivity energy of alternating 
electric current connected to the particular grid. The proper sizing 
of inverter possesses skillful to take the most energy from the 
SPV as well as lower the price of the particular inverter without 
worrisome the particular operations in the system. The lifespan 
of the converter is 20 year and efficiency are 90%. Principal cost, 
replacement cost and O&M cost of the converter is .620, 330 and 
0.0 respectively [16].
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Optimization and Simulation
This section deals with the result of our analysis. The 

optimization results are presented for different type of six operating 
modes, which is tracked by results of the sensitivity scrutiny. The 
proposed system is considered at 5.00 kWh/m2/day global solar 

radiation and 3.5m/sec wind speed [17]. The environmental aspect 
of system configuration is also considered by performing emission 
analysis. For obtain optimal solution, five different types of PV-
Wind hybrid combinations such as SPV/Batt/DG, WT/Batt/DG, 
SPV/WT/DG, SPV/WT/Batt and SPV/WT/Batt/DG are analysis. All 
five-hybrid combination model is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: All six combination of hybrid system.

Optimization and Simulation Result
SPV/Batt/DG

HOMER performs simulations with respect to a number of 
inputs given. It identifies the best hybrid system configuration 
based on several combinations of equipment and their cost and 
ranks them in ascending order on the basis of least NPC in Figure 
9a. A list has been presented for different configurations. Six hybrid 
configurations have been selected for SPV/Batt/DG connected load. 

The first configuration which is the most cost effective one gives 
the lowest COE of $0.595kWh and lowest NPC of $119,304 through 
a renewable factor of 81% is designed with a 10kW SPV, 1 kW DG, 
30 battery and 6 kW converters. The operating and initial cost is 
$4,448 and $62,445 respectively. Figure 9b show the monthly 
average electrical energy output in support of most economic 
hybrid configuration i.e. the first one. Figure 9c shows the cash flow 
summary for various equipment’s of the most economic hybrid 
configuration [18].

Figure 9a: A list has been presented for different configurations.

Figure 9b: Shows the monthly average electricity output.
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Figure 9c: Shows the cash flow summary for various equipment’s of the most economic hybrid configuration.

WT/ Batt /DG
HOMER performs simulations with respect to a number of 

inputs given. It identifies the best hybrid system configuration 
based on several combinations of equipment and their cost and 
ranks them in ascending order on the basis of least NPC. In Figure 
10a a list has been presented for different configurations. Six hybrid 
configurations have been selected for WT/Batt/DG connected load. 

The first configuration which is the most cost effective one gives 
the lowest COE of $0.679kWh and lowest NPC of $132,693 with the 
renewable fraction of 100% is configured with a 5kW wind, zero 
diesel generator, 30 battery and 6 kW converters. The operating 
and initial cost is $3,365 and $89,620 respectively. Figure 10b 
shows the monthly average electricity output. Figure 10c shows the 
cash flow summary for various equipment’s of the most economic 
hybrid configuration.

Figure 10a: List has been presented for different configurations

Figure 10b: Shows the monthly average electricity output.

Figure 10c: Shows the cash flow summary for various equipment’s.
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SPV/WT/DG
HOMER performs simulations with respect to number of inputs 

given. It identifies the best hybrid system configuration based on 
several combinations of equipment and their cost and ranks them 
in ascending order on basis of least NPC. Figure 11a a list has been 
presented for different configurations. Six hybrid configurations 
have been selected for SPV/WT/DG connected load. The first 
configuration which is the most cost effective one, gives the lowest 
COE of $1.47kWh and lowest NPC of $301,870 with renewable 

fraction of 81% is configured with a 10kW PV, 10kW wind, 1kW 
diesel generator, and 6 kW converters. The operating and initial cost 
is $3,365 and $209,045 respectively. Figure 11b show the monthly 
average electricity output for most economic hybrid configuration 
i.e. the first one. Figure 11c show the cash flow summary for 
different apparatus of the most economic hybrid configuration. This 
SPV/WT/DG hybrid system is not feasible solution regarding the 
stability issue. Renewable penetration has high enough to potential 
cause stability problem because no storage device in the system.

Figure 11a: List has been presented for different configurations.

Figure 11b: The monthly average electricity output.

Figure 11c: Shows the cash flow summary for various equipment’s of the most economic hybrid configuration.

SPV/WT /Batt 
HOMER performs simulations with respect to number of inputs 

given. It identifies the best hybrid system configuration based on 

several combinations of equipment and their cost and ranks them in 
ascending order on basis of least NPC. In Figure 12a a list has been 
presented for different configurations. Six hybrid configurations 
have been selected for SPV/WT /Batt connected load. The first 
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configuration which is the most cost effective one, gives the lowest 
COE of $0.501kWh and lowest NPC of $100,666 with renewable 
fraction of 100% is configured with a 5kW PV, 2kW wind, 40 
battery units and 6 kW converters. The operating and initial cost 
is $2,327 and $70,920 respectively. Figure 12b shows the monthly 

average electrical energy production for most economic hybrid 
configuration i.e. the first one. Figure 12c shows the cash flow 
summary for various equipment’s of the most economic hybrid 
configuration.

Figure 12a: List has been presented for different configurations.

Figure 12b: The monthly average electricity production for most economic hybrid configuration.

Figure 12c: Shows the cash flow summary for various equipment’s of the most economic hybrid configuration.

SPV/WT/Batt/DG
HOMER performs simulations with respect to number of inputs 

given. It identifies the best hybrid system configuration based on 
several combinations of equipment and their cost and ranks them 
in ascending order on basis of least NPC. Figure 13a a list has been 
presented for different configurations. Six hybrid configurations 
have been selected for SPV/WT/Batt/DG connected load. The first 
configuration which is the most cost effective one, gives the lowest 

COE of $0.544kWh and lowest NPC of $110,770 with renewable 
fraction of 81% is configured with a 5kW PV, 1kW wind, 0kW diesel 
generator, 40 battery units and 6 kW converters. The operating and 
initial cost is $4,307 and $55,745 respectively. Figure 13b shows 
the monthly average electricity output for most economic hybrid 
configuration i.e. the first one. Figure 13c shows the cash flow 
summary for various equipment’s of the most economic hybrid 
configuration [19].
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Figure 13a: A list has been presented for different configurations.

Figure 13b: Shows the monthly average electricity output.

Figure 13c: Shows the cash flow summary for various equipment’s.

Result and Discussion
The design of all combination through the HOMER software 

tool, which provide simulation results on base of lowest total net 
present cost, lowest cost of energy, and renewable factor. All six-
combination analysis describe in this section.

a. Emission: Amongst all six combinations only system 
which not produce any harmful emission such SPV/WT/Batt, 
SPV/WT/Batt/DG have not produced any gases. 

b. Production: According to the simulation analysis, we 
found that the capability shortage among all told cases is lower 
in SPV/WT/Batt/DG (3,161.7) and SPV/WT/Batt system in 
both combinations. It suggested that can be designing to fulfil 
required load demand. 

c. Cost ($): The simulation result, it is analyzed that the 
system connected with SPV/WT/Batt/DG has lowest total net 
present cost $100,666, levelized cost $0.5012 and operating 
cost $2327 as compared to hybrid combinations.

d. Fuel: The DG connected system increase the cost of hybrid 
system. Above discussed results it is clear that the SPV/WT/
Batt/DG hybrid system has no fuel consumption. So, the SPV/
WT/Batt/DG system is feasible solution.

Conclusion
Fonts, Because of the relentless development of telecom market 

and related ventures in India, there’s a need to build up another 
Power supplies. It’s actual that the offer of telecom development in 
provincial territories is a long way from metro cities. In this paper 
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various combination of SPV, Wind and DG and Battery hybrid system 
are investigated for obtaining feasible solution. This investigation 
found SPV/WT/Batt or SPV/WT/Batt/DG are often feasible as this 
kind of has no CO2 and CO emissions. Both the combination has 
lower cost of energy, total net present cost and environment friendly. 
SPV/WT/Batt/DG hybrid renewable energy system provide more 
promising results regarding cost of energy, total net present cost 
and renewable factor, emission and electrical production amongst 
all six combination. The simulation results in this paper can play a 
useful role in the application of hybrid renewable energy system 
for rural TBPS projects. The obtained results can be modified by 
reducing the cost of components if central and states government 
provide subsidy.
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